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With years the Business Laptop and Home computer has meet at some common point. The
manufacturers are targeting more of those who work from home along with those who want some
light working laptop. One of such Laptop that has made a mark in the market is HP Pro Book
5330m. There are some hits and some misses with HP Pro Book and we will discuss them in detail.

Configuration

The new laptop from HP has been launched with Core i3 processor and 4GB of RAM that runs with
500GB of Hard Disk with 7,200 rmp. The laptop may sound faster but it could gave done faster and I
guess it is just an average and if you just want to settle for the average computer performance I
guess HP Pro Book is fine for you.

Appearance 

The new HP product has not been a head turner with its design but the backlight keyboard is a turn
on for the business user. The Laptop has a strong resemblance with Mac Book but the touch pad
brings you back to the Windows. The Touch pad could have been much bigger than the current size
and that mist have added to the appearance of the Laptop.

Display and Graphics and Audio

As we spoke about the hits and misses, one few of hits comes with the video section of the Laptop,
13 inch screen which has 1,366x768 pixel screen comes with the antiglare coating that looks great
offering clear view from almost every angle. The screen has better display and that is the only
reason as to why the computer is still standing tall in the market. The other hit with the current
laptop is the audio section with Beats Audio. Beats Audio is one of the finest software being used by
HP for the improvement of the HP laptops and it has not disappointed. The product also has a front
speaker tucked under the bottom edge of the Pro Book. The sound quality is best among the mid
range both with headphone and without head phone.

Input and Output

The 2 mega pixel camera provides you HD video chat, but to be honest it is not an exception and is
more or like a mandate with the midsized Laptops. Missing USB 3.0 is another miss, which is
difficult to understand why? However they have included a 3G HSPA+ mobile broad band antenna
which may be useful to some of those who want to have internet one the move. The graphics has
not been either up to the benchmark as it only supports much of Graphics games and only has
Integrated HD 3000 graphics.

To conclude with the Laptop form HP has not been much impressive and in a rush to attract both
home user and business they have landed in a no man zone.
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Theodore Sumrall - About Author:
Icybergenie ensures availability of a online computer support 24 x7 days  just by click of a mouse
and provides all sort of supports for operating systems, virus removal, PC scan,  Microsoft support, 
PC software repair etc. Call Icybergenie at Call +888 856 8848 to know more about how to repair
windows, a Internet Explorer Issues and a Trojan Virus Remover.
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